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South Bay Lapidary & Mineral Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 1606 Torrance, Ca. 90505

Pacific Ocean

SOCIETY

Affiliated with The California Federation of
Mineralogical Societies and The American
Federation of Mineralogical Societies

The New “Safe Practices Guide”
Reworked by Mark Nelson
CFMS: Safety Committee, Insurance Chair
AFMS: Bulletin Editors Advisory Committee Chair
using polishing
arbors with high
spinning wheels. I
have never thought
to do that but I
suppose someone
might want to wear
gloves when
Polishing Arbor
polishing metals to
keep their hands from getting dirty. Never wear gloves when
using polishing arbors. The wheel might grab a glove and
pull your hand into it. You might use those little finger cots to
keep those pretty finger nails. They are acceptable.
That reminds me 25 years ago I was grinding a rather large
rock on an old silicon carbide wheel. It grabbed the rock and
slammed the rock on my right hand pinky. That I learned the
hard way. I had to go to the emergency room.
The ‘Safe Practices Guide’ was developed in 2017 &
2018. Twenty Societies in the California Federation of
Mineralogical clubs were selected to join in the
committee (including yours truly). The pamphlet was
designed mostly for workshops but there is a lot of items
in it that could be worth in the lapidary worker at home.
I suggested the CFMS should be Santa Claus and give
them out to whoever would like to have the 'Safe
Practices Guide'.

Anyway, the ‘Safe Practices Guide’ covers well the duties of
the workshop, machines, eye safety, fire, electrical safety,
chemical, compressed gases, and all the tools and much for.
When it finally comes out I will try to get a few copies.
_______________

As I looked through the pamphlet I found a Rock Size
Guide chart for each blade size for slab saws. I don’t
recall ever seeing one but that’s good to have. Jewelry
making uses many types of equipment. In the ‘Safe
Practices Guide’, I read you shouldn’t wear gloves when
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OFFICERS FOR 2018
President
Gale Fussello
Vice President Steve Karno
Secretary
Jamie Erickson
Treasurer
Co- Treasurer
Fed Director

310 702-3633 fussello@yahoo.com
310 251-5323 srkarno@gmail.com
310 956-7467
excephtionalgreen@rocketmail.com
Eugenia Dickson 310 676-5307 dickseug@.yahoo.com
Carol Kron
562 577-9044 carol@bigstudio.com
Terry Vasseur 310 644-2029 wookman67@gmail.com

STANDING COMMITTEE CHAIRFOLKS
Displays &
Mary Sharp &
310 326-5939 solgo1@earthlink.net
Donates
Kitty Lake
310 377-9882 joe-lake@msn.com
Education
Leslie Neff
310 318-2170 lesneff@aol.com
Workshop
Editor
Terry Vasseur
310 644-2029 wookman67@gmail.com
Wally Ford
Larry Hoskinson 310 318-2170 lesneff@aol.com
Scholarship Fund
Field Trip
?
Coordinators
Getting-toCraig Polliard
310-533-4931 craigpolliard@yahoo.com
know-you
Historian
Gale Fussello
310 702-3633 fussello@yahoo.com
Hospitality
?
Membership
Gale Fussello
310 702-3633 fussello@yahoo.com
Property
Craig Polliard
310 533-4931 craigpolliard@yahoo.com
Publicity
Kathy Polliard
310 533-4931 kjpolliard@yahoo.com
Refreshment
Leslie Neff
310 318-2170 lesneff@aol.com
2018 Show Lead Nancy Pekarek 310 257-8152 pekareks@hotmail.com
Show Chairs Megan Fox
310 433-3230 allaboutme@gmail.com
Leslie Neff
310 318-2170 lesneff@aol.com
Lynette Vandeveer 310 379-5852 lyndyla@aol.com
CLUB EXPERTS
Chris Curtin - Fossil Preparation
Burt Dobratz - Fused Glass
Larry Hoskinson - Opal Cutting
Peggy Hill - Lapidary & Beads
Ken Oullette - Cuttle Bone Casting & Silver Fabrication
Chris LeMaster - Tumbling
Craig Polliard - Lost Wax Casting, Jade Cove Collector
Toy Sato - Suiseki (Stone Appreciation)
Terry Vasseur - Silver Fabrication
Teresita Vasseur - Pearl Stringing
Lynette Vandeveer - Wirewrap Jewelry

Display & Donate:
Drinks:

Megan Fox

Munches:

Doug Soden and Gale Fussello

How to Keep Members in an Organization
Interested
There isn't just one way to keep members in your
organization interested and active -- use any and all
methods at your disposal and provide multiple
opportunities for engagement. The methods you
employ to enhance member involvement should work
for both new and old members, regardless of their
cultural or ethnic backgrounds. Persistence, patience
and sensitivity to the needs and desires of your
members should be your motto.
Encourage Meaningful Participation
When your organization has a clear purpose and an
achievable mission, members get a sense that they have
a purpose and are thus more engaged and interested.
Ask members to contribute ideas and develop goals
that further the organization's purpose and mission -and actually use their ideas. Keep members continually
updated with newsletters and monthly presentations
about all the ways they can make a difference. And
provide meaningful educational opportunities to
encourage attendance at organization events.
Organize Fun Activities

MISSION STATEMENT
This society was formed to collect and study minerals; to teach lapidary arts,
to disseminate knowledge of mineralogy, lapidary work, and related
activities; to exhibit specimens for public education; and to exchange
information related to the earth sciences.
MONTHLY MEETINGS
Meetings are scheduled on the First Tuesday of the month, 6:30 p.m., in the
meeting room of the Torrance Public Library, 3301, Torrance Blvd.. Visitors
and guests are always welcomed at all club events.
MEMBERSHIP
Annual dues for a single member is $15 and $20 for a family payable by the
1st of the year. An annual 12 month subscription to the Agatizer comes with
membership. A subscription to the Agatizer alone is $20.
WEBSITE Webmaster Jamie Erickson
Southbaylapidaryandmineralsociety.com
PDF READER LINK
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html
AGATIZER CIRCULATION
June 2017 96 – December 2017 94
SBL&MS TAX STATUS
The South Bay Lapidary & Mineral Society is a nonprofit
501 ( c ) 3 organization, Tax ID # 95-350730
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Helping group members get to know each other
strengthens the organization and keeps members
involved. Use small group sessions at meetings to
brainstorm ideas, have members teach others a skill
they know and provide a resource list with phone
numbers so members can call each other about specific
topics. Your organization might also form sub-groups
for those with more specific interests, since small
groups build even stronger relationships between
members.

– Continued on page 7
June Anniversaries
Burt Dobratz
Kay Goeden
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Jun 29

June Birthdays
Maureen Whitefire
Nicholas Chan

Jun
Jun
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From The President Message

From The Editor’s Desk
As you may know, the
Executive Board has been
meeting and looking into our
Constitution and Bylaws.
It’s been some time since we
have examined our finances
and our Constitution and
Bylaws.
Our club has about $40,000
in a bank and we easily seem to cover our expenses every
year. Our shows make most of the money by the work of
our members. The rest comes from you the members who
pay their dues and your donations.

President Gale Fussello

If I am correct of that, our checking accounts have been
growing annually. That brings up another issue. Are we
just making a savings account,…for what? It’s always
wise to have some extra cash set aside for a rainy day but
how much money would we really need to cover enough a
poor year?
What that really bothers me is will we have enough
members in the future who will step up and volunteer the
club’s officers and committee chair folks to keep this club
alive. We have had very good volunteers, mostly older
people, in the last 15 years I have been in the South Bay.
Soon though, we may won't be able to count on us
oldsters.

- - - FEDERATION DIRECTOR - - The CFMS Electronic Communication Announcementmust be up now. There was talk about it last year. This is
the first newsletter I have received from it. CFMS
President Jennifer Haley sent out a note telling us that Izzie
Burns has passed away. I also received a note from the
Whittier Club (Bart).

Without finding new young members to grow soon, we
might just find our selves without leaders to manage our
club and the shows. The Article IX says dissolution when
that happens,…(what an ugly word) the closing down or
dismissal of an assembly, partnership, or official body.
Discretion (another ugly word) says the freedom to decide
what should be done in a particular situation. In other
words, the remaining members will decide what to do with
what is left, except the remaining 50% will be transferred
to the Waldo Ford Endowment at the El Camino College
Geology Department. I assume you the members will
have a chance to vote what our Executive Boards are
updating.

Some of you may have
known her. We met her a
few times when we were
poking around in our
neighbor clubs and of
course at the CFMS
business meetings.
Izzie had a long
relationship with the
I Can’t Say When This Picture
Was Taken
rockhounding community
and was president of both
CFMS and AFMS. Izzie was also instrumental in the
establishing of the earth sciences group at Zzyzx and
Paradise and enjoyed attending the events there for several
years. She also served on the BLM Desert Advisory
Committee for several years working to keep the desert
open for rock hounding.

Time has changed and people don’t seem to have much
free time anymore but having a hobby can be therapeutic.
Making something with your own hands is exciting and
learning from others speed up your skills. So what’s do
the pros say? “ Teach not tell. Give a man a fish he eats
for a day. Teach a man to fish and he eats for a lifetime.”
Maybe if we could put some of that cash to work, like hire
someone like Brad Smith to teach new members who are
interested enough to get them going. It may not work but
we need to try something.

The loss of Izzie is a loss more than her family, club, and
the CFMS. She was one of those who shined above us.
_________________

We aren’t done yet but dark clouds are building up.
_____________________
The Agatizer
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General Meeting
May 8, 2018
 6:33pm Welcome and pledge of allegiance with President Gale Fussello
 Announcements:
o Welcome back Peggy, and we are glad to hear Al Richards is doing
well!
o We are very sad to hear of the passing of Terry Ann Walters in April.
Motion made by Nancy Pekarek to donate money to the Wally
Secretary Jamie Erickson
Ford Scholarship in her memory in the amount of $100
 Moved by Mary Sharp
o 2nd : Lynette Vandeveer
 Officer Reports:
o Secretary: Jamie Erickson
Minutes from the Board Meeting are available- please email me if you would like a digital copy
 We are making changes to the constitution and bylaws, so please be sure to read
our minutes or the published changes in the Agatizer
Please contact Jamie if you want any content published on the web site or Facebook page
o Treasurer: Eugenia Dickson
Copy on the table of report
o Federation Director: Terry Vasseur
Absent
o Agatizer: Terry Vasseur
Absent
o Hospitality: Chris Curtin
18 members and 18 guests- welcome!
 Show Business and report with 2018 Show Chair Nancy Pekarek
 6:50 Presentation of El Camino college Geology students with their Professor Joe Holliday
 7:47pm Display and Donate
o Eugenia Dickson: Eugenia brought some of the beautiful quilts that she has made in her classes
she has been making- such a keen eye, great job!
 Steve Karno: next month presentation will be about pearls… with our favorite Peal expert! Come ready
to take home some treasures
 7:50 Break
 8:12 pm Nancy Pekarek asked the Board to consider what to do with funds from the club account as
well as further examine the criteria for lifetime memberships
 New member Bon Henderson recommended a rock shop that leads field trips for a $10 fee and signed
waiver
o See their website for details at miningsuppliesandrockshop.com
 8:17 Raffle and Drawing
 President Lynette moved that we adjourn the meeting
o 2nd : Mattia Corbo
Meeting adjourned at 8:27 pm
____________________________

– Continued on page 10
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ON THE
ROCKs

with

The Bulletin Board
TV

NEXT MEETING: June 5, 2018

Tips–Ideas–Questions &
Answers, on Anything
Relating to the Hobby
(submissions welcomed)

BOARD MEETING:
PROGRAM: Mr. Lau.....the "pearl" guy. He will
speak about pearls, and is bringing some inventory
to sell.

Cutting, Polishing, & Buffing?
Grinding rocks to form and design the shapes you want
starts with diamond 100 (150 microns) wheels. An 80
(180 microns) wheel would also work except it will leave
larger scratches that will take a little more work.
After design the shapes, it is on to 180 (80 microns)
diamond wheels to start to sanding off the visual grinding
scratches made by the heavier grit wheels. The next finer
diamonds are 220 (60 microns), 325 (45 microns), 600
(30 microns), and 1,200 (15 microns).

FEEDBACK
Letters to the Editor
Open loop, no feedback this month.

Cutting, Polishing, & Buffing?
After finishing sanding in 1200, some of the softer mohs
materials such as turquoise and variscite are ready to
polish. Polishing is the use of abrasives to get general
surface finish improvement. Zam a mixture of aluminum
oxide and chrome oxide with an
unidentified binder, due those
soft minerals very well.
Chromium oxide was first
described in 1958 for an
occurrence in the Outokumpu ore
deposit of eastern Finland. The
mineral’s name was given of

Cerium(IV) oxide (3.5 microns) is
for polishing rocks. It is formed by
calcination of cerium oxalate or
cerium hydroxide. It is known as
"opticians' rouge". Cerium oxide is
a rare-earth metal but not really as
rare as the other series of chemical
elements in the lanthanide group.
Cerium oxide is the second polish
that was extremely popular before
aluminum oxide started winning
market share. Many people prefer
cerium for tumbling feldspar
materials such as moonstone,
labradorite, sunstone and amazonite.

Eskolaite, Cr2O3

Eskolaite, an uncommon
chromium oxide mineral
(chromium(III) oxide
Cr2O3). Back in that time,
green insoluble powder
chromium oxide was the
top polisher, mostly for
Chromium(III) oxide Cr2O3
tumblers. It has Mohs
hardness of 8 to 8.5 and less than 1 micron
for hard polishing minerals like garnet and tourmaline.

Cerium(IV) oxide

Cerium Ore

Cerium(IV) produces a bright polish
on agate, benitoite, beryl, garnet, hematite, howlite, jadeite,
jasper, quartz, petrified wood, rhodonite, tiger-eye, obsidian,
and feldspar minerals.
Tin Oxide is one of two polishes that were extremely
popular for tumbling before aluminum oxide started winning
market share. It is a white polish that does a great job on all
varieties of quartz, jasper and agate. It works exceptionally
well on volcanic glass such as obsidian and on man-made
glasses.

Nowadays lapidarists hand polishing rocks and gems are
using diamond pads, disks, resins, belts, and belt wheels.
Diamonds can also come in powders and compounds
3,000 (6 micron), 8,000 (1.6 micron), 14,000 (1 micron),
50,000 (0.5 micron), and 100,000 (0.25 micron). These
sizes can often be for buffing to get a smooth, bright, high
luster final finishes.

– Continued on page 6
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Al2O3 - the same as the mineral corundum. It also has a
Mohs hardness of 9.

2018 Show Calendar








Years ago, Linde 'A' and Linde ‘B’ were the aluminum
polishes designed to polish the "hard-to-polish" rocks. They
were also expensive (1 oz jar $22.95) because of the cost of
the processing. Linde A has a particle size of
approximately 0.3 microns and Linde B has a particle size
of .05 micron. These alumina powders are 99.98% pure
aluminum oxide and a 9 on the Mohs scale. To put this into
perspective, 50,000 grit is .5 micron and 100,000 grit is .25
micron.

NORTH ORANGE CO GEM & MINERAL
SOCIETY June 8 - 10: La Habra, CA
101 W. La Habra Blvd.
Hours: Fri 5 - 8; Sat & Sun 10 - 5
Contact: Armando Perdoza, (909) 455-6800
Email: forestandsun@yahoo.com
Website: www.nocgms.com
PALOMAR GEM & MINERAL CLUB
June 9 - 10: Escondido, CA
California Center for the Arts, Escondido
340 N. Escondido Blvd.
Hours: 10 - 5 daily
Contact: Michele Shephard
Email: pgmcshow@palomargem.org
Website: www.palomargem.org

Cutting, Polishing, & Buffing?
Buffing is the of grease compound on buff to produce
polished surface on metals.
Red rouge, a product traditionally made of iron oxide,
pulverized and graded, used in jewelry work. Darkercolored, coarser grains are called crocus and are used for
grinding. The finer grains are called rouge (French for
“red”) and are used for polishing steel and precious metals.
It is the finest of all rouges. Rouge is often mixed with a
binder and caked into a bar form for easy application to a
buffing wheel.

GLENDORA GEMS
June 9 - 10, 2017: Glendora, CA
Goddard Middle School
859 E. Sierra Madre Avenue
Hours: Sat 10 - 5; Sun 10 - 4
Contact: Bonnie Bidwell, (626) 963-4638
Email: ybidwell2@aol.com

Green rouge is primarily used in final finish buffing
operations on stainless steel, steel, brass, aluminum, nickel,
and chrome. The green rouge is a chrome oxide, and is
considered the best all around luster compound for these
materials. Green Rouge compound imparts a high luster to
rhodium, platinum, chrome, stainless steel and other hard
metals. 100% green rouge for superior final finish on steel,
stainless and chrome.

CULVER CITY ROCK & MINERAL CLUB
June 23 - 24: Culver City, CA
Veterans Memorial Auditorium
4117 Overland Blvd
Hours: Sat 10 - 6; Sun 10 - 5
Contact: Janice Metz, (310) 850-4398
Email: janicemtz@yahoo.com

The white rouge is the softer, calcite alumna type, primarily
used in the final finish of steel, stainless steel, and zinc.
This compound is also a favorite in coloring aluminum and
brass. It is used on platinum, chrome, and stainless steel
and produces a chrome color.

Continued from page 5 - Cutting, Polishing, & Buffing?

Yellow Rouge is aluminum oxide. Yellow rouge compound
has a slight abrasive action combined with final finishing
quality.

Many people also use tin oxide when polishing soft
materials such as calcite, rhodochrosite and malachite. Tin
oxide is not widely used today because it currently costs
about three to four times as much as a good aluminum
oxide.

Black Rouge produces deep finish on silver and pewter.
Excellent for oxidized effect in recessed areas. One
company list alpha-alumina as the polishing material.
Zam, a proprietary mixture of aluminum oxide and chrome
oxide with an unidentified binder. Produces high luster for
final finish. Can be used on precious metals and steels,
stainless and plastics. Clean working, leaves little residue;
also works well with non-ferrous metals. Also polishes
stones, epoxies and other soft metal materials. Zam has a
burnishing action and it may remove detail if used heavily.
_______________

Aluminum oxide is a very inexpensive polish. It has
become the most popular polish for rock tumbling and
most lapidary activities. Why? Two reasons: 1) aluminum
oxide does a fantastic job at polishing agate, jasper, quartz,
petrified wood and most of the other materials that are
polished in a rock tumbler; and, 2) aluminum oxide
polishes are inexpensive - they cost less than half as much
as cerium and tin oxide - the other all-time favorite
polishes. Aluminum oxide has a chemical composition of

The Agatizer
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TIPS FROM A JEWELER’S BENCH

Amazon. "More Bench
Tips" includes 86
additional ways to save
time, avoid frustration or
improve quality at the
bench. These new tips
cover problems in
fabrication, stone setting,
casting, soldering and
polishing. Browse through
a couple of the new ones at
https://amazon.com/dp/B07D4B45JJ/
--------------

Brad Smith Teaching All Ages

QUENCHING

REVOLVING SOLDER PAD

Do you hear that little hiss when some jewelers drop a
hot piece from soldering directly into the pickle? That
hiss sends small droplets of acid into the air that can
rust nearby tools and can't be all that good to breathe.
To avoid this, I keep a coffee cup of water at the solder
station to cool a soldered piece before dumping it into
the pickle. It's also useful for annealing metals and for
cooling off tweezers.

Often when we're soldering we have multiple pieces on
the pad or a single piece and would like to work on
several sides of it during the same heat.
One of the ways to deal with this is to put your solder pad
onto a turntable. That way you can rotate each piece into
position when you need to or can rotate the pad to reach
another side of a larger piece.
All you need to
make one of these
is a piece of
aluminum sheet
and an inexpensive
turn table
assembly. A good
hardware store will
have both, although
you can usually
find the aluminum
in the scrap pile of a
local sheet metal shop.

-------------Continued from page 2 - How to Keep Members
Offer Volunteer Opportunities
Many organizations find that members who volunteer
are more engaged and interested. Some organizations
require a certain number of volunteer hours while
others simply use encouragement. Increase the
volunteer opportunities in your organization by
forming sub committees to work on specific problems.
Or, keep track of volunteer hours and reward members
who reach milestones in 10 or 20 hour segments with
certificates or small tokens of appreciation.
____________________

Rotary Pad

To build a turntable for my 6 inch
aluminum sheet
solder pad, I used a seven inch
square piece of and cut out 1/2
inch notches from each corner.
Then I used a bench vice to bend
the sides along the dotted lines to
form a tray that cradles the solder pad. I attached the tray
to the turntable assembly with a couple small flat-head
machine screws and nuts.

------------NEW BENCH TIPS BOOK
For those who enjoy these bench tips, I'm happy to
announce a second volume is now available on
The Agatizer
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The Good Old Days in 2009

South Bay Lapidary & Mineral Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 1606
Torrance, California 90505
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